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DIRECTOR'S MESSAGE
Welcome to the celebration of the initial annual report of the Transforming the Mind Laboratory
for Peace. It is with hope and gratitude that we share our efforts and aspirations with you.
Our Mission is to discover innovative modes of peacebuilding practice designed to alter the mental processes of
participants of violent conflict in ways that foster positive intergroup interactions.
Why violence? Why do some people address their
grievances by attacking their adversaries while others
resort to pro-social forms of resolving their
differences?Among the possible answers to these
questions, this peace lab focuses on the conscious and
sub-conscious mental processes of conflict
protagonists.We examine the mind?s capacity to foster
fear, hatred, disdain and delusional thoughts about
their adversaries.Can mental processes be redirected
towards peace?
To address this question, we draw upon the
revolutionary discoveries in the social and
psychological sciences.We give particular attention to
the remarkable findings of neuroscientists that the
mind is somewhat flexible, in that, the patterns of
one?s thoughts and emotions can change through
certain practices, experiences and interactions.Our
researchers are committed to the following mission:to
discover innovative forms of peace-making practices
that are grounded deeply on the recent discoveries of
the mind?s transformative potential.
The Transforming the Mind for Peace lab reflects the
creativity, vision and leadership of Dean Alpaslan
Özerdem, who also launched three other peace labs in
2021. We are so grateful for his continued support as
we begin our second year of activities.
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Our lab researchers include 12 students, 12 academic
researchers and three scholar-practitioners.Also,Toni
Farris serves as the Manager of this peace lab and
Matthew McGrath serves as Associate Director
Fund-raising.

Sincerely,
Daniel Rothbart,
Professor of Conflict Analysis and Resolution and
Director, Peace Lab: Transforming the Mind for Peace
The Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter School for Peace and
Conflict Resolution George Mason University

LAB MEMBERS
We are honored to include in our interdisciplinary community,
scholars with a diversity of expertise.

Shannon Sneary Alabanza, Graduate student, The Carter School
Natalia Alexander, Graduate Student, Columbia University
Mathieu Bere, PhD.D. student, The Carter School
Toni Farris, PhD.D. student, The Carter School
Beltina Gjeloshi, PhD student, The Carter School
Brittany Sue Justice, Psychology Major, George Mason University
Jena Kitchen, Graduate Student, The Carter School
Naomi Kraenbring, PhD student, The Carter School
Charles Kwuelum, PhD. student, The Carter School
Nicholas Sherwood, PhD candidate, The Carter School
David Stebbins, PhD student, The Carter School
Tamaki Laycock, Graduate Student, The Carter School
Alma AbdulHadi-Jadallah, Adjunct Faculty, The Carter School.
Susan Allen, Associate Professor of Conflict Analysis and Resolution, The Carter School.
Marc Gopin, James H. Laue Professor of Religion, diplomacy and Conflict Resolution, The Carter School
Al Fuertes, Associate Professor, School of Integrative studies,
College of Humanities and Social Sciences
Karina Korostelina,Professor of Conflict Analysis and Resolution, The Carter School
Douglas Irvin-Erickson, Assistant Professor of Conflict Analysis and Resolution, The Carter School.
Megan Price, Adjunct Faculty, Carter School
Colette Rausch, Senior Research Affiliate, Mary Hoch Reconciliation Center, Carter School
Theodore C. Dumas, Ph.D. Associate Professor, Cognitive & Behavioral Neurosciences, Psychology
Department
Frank Krueger, Associate Professor of Systems Social Neuroscience at the School of Systems Biology, George
Mason University
Prof. Olga Klimecki, Visiting Professor, Department of Psychology, University of Dreden
Tatsushi (Tats) Arai, Associate Professor at Kent State University?s School of Peace and Conflict Studies.
Oded Adomi Leshem, PhD
Postdoctoral Fellow, The Truman Research Institute for the Advancement of Peace, Hebrew University, Jerusalem
Franke Wilmer, Professor, Department of Political Science, Montana State University
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IMPACT
The Transforming the Mind for Peace Lab is taking a multifacited approach to building
peace. Lab activities contribute to the field by supporting practitioners, policy making ,
innovating research and by developing new peacemaking theory.
SUPPORT PRACTITIONERS

POLICY MAKING

As practitioners,
peacebuilders respond to
multifaceted and
multi-layered complex
conflicts that adversely affect
the health physically or
psychologically of all those
engulfed in the carnage.
When peacebuilders direct
their expertise towards
solutions to all forms of
conflict, they inevitably face
residual effects of those
negatively impacted by the
violent events. As
practitioners show emotional
and behavioral responses to
sufferers of trauma and to
transforming violent conflicts,
they encounter empathic
stress or strain, secondary
trauma, compassion fatigue
and burnout. The sufferer
and the helper are faced with
this interlocking reality.

Political and institutional
policies affect the dynamics
of every peacebuilding effort.
Harmful policies exacerbate
complex crisis scenarios and
deter peacebuilding efforts
and goals. To attain holistic
and sustainable peace and
wellbeing of the society,
Transforming the Mind for
Peace Lab offers
recommendations to
policymakers to support
peacebuilding goals. It
addresses policies around
engagement with conflict
actors, security, justice,
governance, development
and humanitarian relief and
funding for peacebuilding
programs and projects,
especially psycho-social
support interventions.
INNOVATION IN RESEARCH

TMP explores best practices
of self-awareness towards
the goal of equipping
practitioners with skills for
self-care due to exposure to
trauma. It helps
peacebuilders to transcend
pathologizing in the field, to
understand our feelings and
behavior as natural
responses that flow from our
humanity and living fully.

TMP's multifaceted and
diverse research incorporates
transdisciplinary approaches
that apply new lenses to
existing peacebuilding
practices. Such reflective
learnings are translated into
innovative resources for
peace practitioners towards
creation of transformative
relational spaces (emotional,
mental, spiritual, attitudinal,

and behavioral) for conflict
actors.
TMP?s research, theories,
methods, and practices
represents a convergence of
many fields such as
psychology (e.g., health,
clinical, counseling,
community psychology),
neuroscience (e.g., somatics,
behavioral and social
neuroscience), anthropology
(e.g., health disparities and
medical anthropology),
international relations (e.g.,
international human rights,
international organizations),
oral history, social
psychology, sociology, and
social identity.
ENHANCING PEACE
Consistent results from
tested theories by a
repertoire of peacebuilding
practitioners portray the
inestimable value of TMP?s
research in seeking long-term
peace.

By Char les K wuelum
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THE ACTIVATING
CURIOSITY PROJECT
Researchers: Dr. Megan Price, Beltina Gjeloshi, Shannon Sneary Alabanza

The Activating Curiosity Project seeks
to research the mechanism of targeted
curiosity as articulated by the Insight
approach in two phases. Primarily, the
Insight approach suggests that conflict
interactions are the result of conflict
behaviors? behaviors characterized by
fight, flight, freeze and fawn
reactions? rooted in decisions to defend
in response to feelings of threat. What
we know from cognitive and neuroscience is that threat induces stress and
stress compromises cognitive function,
diminishing critical thinking. The
Insight approach suggests that activating
targeted curiosity toward discovering
how the situation is threatening and how
the defensive response is intended to
help, reduces threat, reengages critical
thinking and generates new options for
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acting in more constructive ways.
Numerous Insight interventions are
based on the observation that activating
curiosity in this way is effective. It has
been used with positive results in third
party mediation, large group facilitation,
and active conflict in compliance
encounters with law enforcement and in
schools. It has also been used to explain
effective social change and community
development initiatives. What is
missing, however, is a concerted
examination of activating curiosity that
documents and measures the change that
occurs when curiosity into threat and
defense is activated and correlates that
change to an engagement of critical
thinking around the feelings and
decision making contributing to the
conflict dynamic..

EMPATHY AND
COUNTER-EMPATHY OF
CONFLICT ACTORS
Toni Farris; Natalia Alexander; Naomi Kraenbring

In exploring expressions of empathy and
counter-empathy of conflict actors,
researchers for this projects provide a
case study of the responses to residents
of Lancaster Country, Pennsylvania to
international refugees in their
region.Counter-empathy is a positive
response to the suffering of
others.Immigrants are often the target of
out-group discrimination and social
violence grounded in lack of empathy or
even expressions of counter
empathy.This study proposes to interview
participants in Lancaster County,
Pennsylvania, an area historically very
supportive of welcoming international
refugees, to determine initial levels of
empathy or counter empathy towards
several immigrant populations. The study
will include interventions designed to
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increase empathy and decrease counter
empathy towards immigrant populations.
Interventions will be founded in studies
indicating that empathy is dependent on
social, psychological and neurological
determinants of ingroup/outgroup
categorization.Participant empathy and
counter empathy will be reassessed
following intervention to analyze any shift
in empathy or counter empathy levels
towards immigrants has occurred.The
potential application of interventions that
increase empathy towards immigrants
can be used to decrease dehumanization
and violence towards immigrants and
refugees.The results of this study can be
applied to mitigate the politicization of
anti-immigrant sentiments and ease
tensions with immigration and refugees in
conflict contexts.

RIGHTEOUS RAGE
Researchers: David Stebbins and Daniel Rothbart

According to the Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC), 78 hate groups operate
currently in the United States. With this project, we offer a case study of the
righteous rage of one such group? the Proud Boys? as manifested before, during
and after their participation in the violent attack at the U.S. Capitol on January 6th,
2021.Their rage is neither a momentary outburst of anger nor is it limited to just a
few group members.This intense emotion constitutes a primary unifying force that
shapes the group?s intra ? and inter-group actions that, in turn, foster ingroup
bonding and outgroup hostilities.Although Proud Boys do not explicitly proclaim
that they are enraged, the manifestation of this emotion is evident in their
speeches, interviews, and behaviors.We argue that such rage constitutes a potent
force in Proud Boys?engagement in the current political conflict in the United
States.
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EMPOWERING
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND
PHYSICAL HEALTH FOR
PEACEBUILDERS
Project Manager: Nicholas R. Sherwood, Ph.D. Student

IHow does peacebuilding practice impact an
individual?s health and wellbeing? And how can we
better support the health and wellbeing of individuals
before, during, and after they engage in peacebuilding
practice?This project seeks to identify specific,
actionable pathways to empower the health and
wellbeing of peacebuilding practitioners. To do so,
our team draws on transdisciplinary theory, method,
and practice in converging fields such
aspsychology(e.g., health, clinical, counseling,
community psychology),neuroscience(e.g., somatics,
behavioral and social
neuroscience),anthropology(e.g., health disparities
and medical anthropology),international
relations(e.g., international human rights,
international organizations), andpeace and conflict
resolution.The gravitational center of this project is
the word and deed of peacebuilders themselves ? as
participants, as co-researchers, and as beneficiaries.
The researchers for this project are partnering with
GMU?s Mary Hoch Center for Reconciliation to
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investigate the experiences of insider partials engaged
in reconciliation processes across several global
regions. With this pilot study, we seek to interrogate
how these peacebuilders conceptualize the
peacebuilding field as a whole, the role of insiders in
conflict processes, and how health and wellbeing
shape and are shaped by peacebuilding practice..

LIVING THROUGH WAR:
An oral history of civilians experiencing the effects of structural
violence in Sudan.
Researchers:Daniel Rothbart, Karina Korostelina, Beltina Gjeloshi, and human rights experts from the Gisa Group (NGO working towards
peace in Africa).

This oral history project gives voice to civilians
in war by showcasing the accounts of Sudanese
in their experiences of war and also theirvision
for a just Sudan. Six Sudanese interviewers
carried out 116 interviews of residents from
three war-affected regions: Darfur, Blue Nile
and Nuba Mountains. Their video recordings
will be disseminated through open access
platform,findingsThe direct beneficiaries will
be the 100 Sudanese who will be interviewed.
They will have an opportunity to recount their
experiences and observations of past violence;
such expression will have a healing effect on
those who have experienced trauma. The
findings of the interviewees?testimony will be
disseminated to political leaders and social
justice activists in Sudan..
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IN GRATITUDE
We are grateful to
George Mason
University and the
Jimmy and Rosalynn
Carter School for
Peace and Conflict
Resolution for their
support throughout
our first year. We would also like to thank our Lab
Members who created the vision for a place of
exploration and learning and made it a reality.
But, mostly, we would like to thank our supporters
Dean Alpaslan Özerdem, The Carter School
Research Committee and our private donors whose
contributions carry the work forward, allowing our
researchers and scholars to innovate, educate and
cultivate peace.
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